Abstract. As a contribution to a viable candidate for a standard model of cosmology, we here show that pre-inflationary quantum fluctuations can provide a scenario for the longsought initial conditions for the inflaton field. Our proposal is based on the assumption that at very high energies (higher than the energy scale of inflation) the vacuum-expectation value (VeV) of the field is trapped in a false vacuum and then, due to renormalization-group (RG) running, the potential starts to flatten out toward low energy, eventually tending to a convex one which allows the field to roll down to the true vacuum. We argue that the proposed mechanism should apply to large classes of inflationary potentials with multiple concave regions. Our findings favor a particle physics origin of chaotic, large-field inflationary models as we eliminate the need for large field fluctuations at the GUT scale. In our analysis, we provide a specific example of such an inflationary potential, whose parameters can be tuned to reproduce the existing cosmological data with good accuracy.
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Introduction
Despite the efforts made to construct a standard model of cosmology which explains the exponentially fast expansion [1] [2] [3] of the early Universe, important questions remain to be answered. According to current opinion, the hypothetic inflaton field is assumed to slowly roll down from a potential hill towards its minimum. Particle physics provides us with candidates for the inflaton field, where the equation of state required for exponential expansion is modeled by a slowly-moving scalar condensate. Several inflationary scenarios exist (see e.g., Ref. [4] ). The simplest among these is the quadratic, large field inflationary (LFI) scalar potential, V (φ) = 1 2 m 2 φ 2 . In fact, the origin and the precise mechanism of inflation is one of the most pressing questions in our understanding of the early Universe after the Big Bang. A first guess would involve a scalar field φ (the inflaton field), with an action including the scalar curvature R, 1) where the Planck mass m 2 p ≡ 1/(8πG) has been used and √ −g = − det g µν = a 3 with g µν = diag(−1, a 2 , a 2 , a 2 ). Here, the scale factor a = a(t) describes the cosmological scaling in the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW, see Ref. [5] ) metric (in our units, the speed of light is c ≡ 1 and ≡ 1).
It is commonly assumed that thermal fluctuations of cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR) originated from quantum fluctuations of the background (the inflaton field and the metric) during the inflationary period. Thus, details of the self-interaction potential of the inflaton influence thermal fluctuations of the CMBR, and can be confronted with Planck data [6] , which measures thermal fluctuations of the background radiation. Of course, a reliable model should provide agreement with observations. For example, the quadratic LFI model is almost excluded by recent results of the Planck mission [6] . By the slow-roll analysis, one can decide whether a particular choice for an inflationary potential can serve as a viable model, i.e., whether it agrees with Planck data.
Following Ref. [3] , one can use a modification of the original idea of Alan Guth [1] , where the ground state starts from a metastable position and then, somewhat surprisingly, rolls down very slowly to the true minimum. This scenario, as is well known, solves a number of problems connected with the original idea formulated in the seminal paper [1] . Yet, concerning the slow-roll scenario, one may ask why the inflaton field should start from a particular, well-defined slow-roll domain (this is commonly referred to as the "initial condition problem").
This paper is centered around the mentioned questions and is organized as follows. We provide an initial account of the interrelation of the renormalization-group (RG) which we propose for a description of the pre-inflationary period, and the slow-roll mechanism during inflation (see Sec. 2) . Details include remarks on the method of analysis proposed by us (Sec. 2.3) and the suitability of the φ 6 versus the massive sine-Gordon (MSG) models (Sec. 2.4). We proceed to both a numerical as well as an analytic approach to the required RG flow equations, and their relation to the slow-roll of the potential (Sec. 3). Details include remarks on the inflationary period (Sec. 2.3), the required fit to experimental data (Sec. 2.4). Conclusions are reserved for Sec. 4. Four appendices supplement the considerations. One is for details on the relation between RG running and Hubble time (Appendix A), another one is concerned with the dependence of the slow-roll analysis on the particular choice of the model (Appendix B). Two more appendices deal with general considerations regarding convexity of the potential and RG running (Appendix C), and with the RG evolution of the field-independent, constant term V k (0) (Appendix D).
RG and Initial Condition Problem
Overview
The original idea of Alan Guth for inflation is based on the existence of a relatively stable false vacuum which can be long-lived or metastable (see Ref. [1] ). The system moves to the true vacuum through a bubble nucleation caused by instanton effects via quantum tunneling; this induces inflation. A larger energy difference between the two vacua and, alternatively, a smaller height or width of the barrier increases the tunneling rate. Inside bubbles, the field has its true vacuum value, and these regions of space have lower energy, so when bubbles are nucleated, they begin to expand at nearly the speed of light. However, this old scenario for inflation (see Fig. 1 ) suffers from problems. For example, it is required to heat up the Universe after the inflation period and it is not clear how to define a proper reheating mechanism. In order to produce the present observable Universe, exponential expansion should continue long enough to eliminate magnetic monopoles, but then bubbles become very rare and in addition, they never merge. This generates two major problems: (i) the decay process is never complete, (ii) radiation cannot be generated by collisions between bubble walls (which was the proposed mechanism for radiation).
A possible solution for problems of bubble nucleations is provided by a scenario proposed in Ref. [3] , where the ground state starts from a metastable position and rolls down very slowly to the true minimum (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, inflation is thought to be caused by a scalar field rolling down a potential energy hill instead of tunneling out of a false vacuum. The inflation is over when the hill becomes steeper. This, in particular, solves the problem of formulating a "graceful exit" from the inflation period.
This leaves the initial condition problem to be addressed. Chaotic (large-field) inflation [7] can resolve this issue since it is natural to assume large field values at the energy scale of inflation, but then, as a consequence, quantum fluctuations dominate over the classical evolution of the inflaton field providing regions where the field moves up the potential. This could result in eternal inflation, leading to a multiverse and the theory could loose its predictive power. Initial conditions are even more problematic for small-field inflation where interactions have to homogenize the Universe on a scale larger than the horizon. Models other than cosmic inflation, like the theory of the cyclic Universe [8] , have also been discussed in order to overcome the problem of eternal inflation.
Moreover, the shape of the inflaton potential is not known except that it must be sufficiently flat for the slow-roll mechanism. Therefore, the proper treatment of quantum fluctuations is important; this may require renormalization and, in turn, may result in scaling (running) parameters modifying the potential itself. Indeed, the use of renormalizationgroup (RG) techniques is a standard choice in the post-inflation period within Higgs-particleinduced inflation models (for a recent overview, see Ref. [9] ).
RG Running and Inflationary Scenarios
Pursuant to the suggested relevance of RG running for the description of inflation, our main goal here is to discuss a mechanism which could connect the original (Ref. [1] ) and the modern (Ref. [3] ) scenarios for inflation, or, more precisely, to investigate how the renormalization-group (RG) running of the inflationary potential could imply a possible solution for the initial condition problem.
During inflation itself, the slow roll-down of the VeV is commonly considered as a classical process. However, our focus here is on the pre-inflationary period, where RG running is widely used [10] . Indeed, a series of papers are discussing the RG evolution of the Einstein equation or, more generally, Quantum Einstein Gravity and the Friedmann-Lamaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmology [11] by using the ideas of Ref. [10] , where the running momentum scale k of the RG approach is identified with the inverse of the cosmological time (k ∼ 1/t). For further details see Appendix A.
In our RG-inspired model, the VeV is assumed to be trapped in a false vacuum in the preinflationary period at very high energies, and then, due to quantum fluctuations, as described by the RG, the effective potential is modified releasing the VeV and leading to the classical inflationary evolution at the scale of inflation. Note that the RG evolution of the (selfinteraction) potential of the inflaton field is a consequence of its own scale-dependent quantum fluctuations; the above scenario welcomes the existence of further quantum fluctuations below the scale of inflation, where the slow-roll process is otherwise considered to be "classical". However, the quantum fluctuations below the scale of inflation are of less importance because the false vacuum has already disappeared.
The main idea behind our proposed method for RG running induced inflation is the fact that any scalar potential should tend to a convex one during the RG flow. We show that the RG evolution of the potential starts from a concave potential at high energies, (i.e., at the Planck scale) which ensures that the VeV can be trapped; it tends to a less concave one at lower energies (i.e. at the GUT scale) and releases the VeV to initiate inflation. RG running is expected to provide a sufficient change in the shape of the potential between the two scales. Let us note that we show this general picture by explicit calculations with RG equations obtained in flat Euclidean space. One might argue that, nevertheless, a more reliable RG study can take into account for example the corresponding curved spacetime effects. Indeed, functional RG in an FLRW metric space has been discussed, for instance, in [12] [13] [14] . The field is assumed to propagate in above mentioned FLRW cosmological background with the metric, ds 2 = a 2 (τ ) −dτ 2 + d x 2 (see also Appendix A), where τ is the conformal time and x denotes the comoving spatial coordinates [see Eq. (1) of Ref. [12] ]. The action is defined as [see Eq. (2) of Ref. [13] ]
where [14] reveals that RG running in the FLRW metric leads to even more enhanced convexification effects as compared to the flat-space approximation used below in Eq. (2.5), which is the basis for our investigations. (Convexification is an essential ingredient of our arguments.) We identify the covariant derivative as ∇ µ in Eq. (2.1).
Proposed Method
Let us emphasize that the proposed RG-induced mechanism should work for any (differentiable) inflationary potential which (i) has a concave region and (ii) has at least one false vacuum. If these two conditions are fulfilled by the model, one can apply the method in three steps:
• One has to perform the slow-roll study of the model; this puts constraints on the shape of the potential. As a result, the "slow-roll potential" becomes (almost) flat in its concave region where the false vacuum originates, and so, the VeV can roll down slowly over inflation.
• One has to determine the RG running of the potential which can be done by expanding it into Taylor-series, i.e., 2) which generates the couplings g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , ... specific to the particular model.
• Once the RG running of the couplings is determined, one has to choose a model at the Planck scale, so that when it is evolved down to the cosmological scale (k ∼ 10 16 GeV), it becomes identical to the the slow-roll potential.
Suitability of the φ 6 and MSG Models
The simplest model which fulfills the above three conditions and has a Z 2 symmetry is the scalar potential
with g 2 > 0, g 4 < 0 and g 6 > 0. It has two false vacua and is here proved to tend to a convex one in the low-energy limit (see Appendix C). The VeV is assumed to be trapped in (the only) false vacuum of the φ 6 model at very high energies. Near the end of inflation, the parameters of the model can be determined by comparison to PLANCK data (see the discussion in Sec. 3.4) , and the VeV rolls down slowly (see Appendix B.2). However, the φ 6 model, due to its nonrenormalizability, cannot serve as a viable UV completion of the inflaton potential. and therefore, we here consider the massive sine-Gordon (MSG) model as its simplest renormalizable UV completion (in four dimensions). Let us first mention that according to Ref. [6] , one finds a certain disagreement of the natural inflation potential [20] with Planck results, but the natural (i.e., periodic) inflation model still provides better agreement than the simplest quadratic LFI potential. However, the combination of a polynomial in the field, and additional periodic terms, provides for an attractive alternative scenario. For example, in Ref. [21] , a linear term is added to the periodic one and proposed as a viable inflationary potential and denoted as an axion monodromy. The linear term implies that the potential is not bounded from below.
Here, our goal is to extend the periodic potential in such a way that: (i) the potential has definite lower bounds, (ii) the model has Z 2 symmetry, and (iii) the model has infinitely many non-degenerate minima, separated in energy by a tunable amount. The model represents a (nonperturbatively) renormalizable UV completion of the φ 6 model with nondegenerate minima. The potential of the massive sine-Gordon (MSG) model, which fulfills these requirements, reads as
The full (Euclidean) action S of our theory is local, and is given by 
with r = (x, y, z), one can replace, in the action in Eq. (2.1),
(2.8)
One may stretch the spatial coordinates according to r = a(t) r , φ(t, r) = φ (t, r ) (2.9) and re-identify the primed coordinates and fields with the unprimed ones. (The Jacobian of the transformation to the primed coordinates eliminates √ − det g = a 3 from the action.) A subsequent Legendre transformation then leads to the Euclidean action given in Eq. (2.5), which we use for our RG analysis. We should also clarify that, for the considerations reported below, the scaling (2.9) does not matter as it is does not affect the later identification of the running scale k of our RG with a quantity that is a inversely related to a cosmological time parameter, which is all that is required (see also Appendix A).
While we focus on the MSG model in the conventions of Eq. (2.4), we anticipate that important conclusions of our studies for more general functional forms (see Appendix B). The MSG model contains two adjustable parameters (the ratio u/m 2 and the frequency β) in addition to the usual normalization factor which can be fixed at the cosmological scale by the standard slow-roll analysis. Furthermore, we show in Appendix B that an additional constant term does not modify the slow-roll results.
3 Pre-Inflation and Slow-Roll: Analytic and Numerical Approach
RG Flow of the MSG Model
If one would like to consider the renormalization group (RG) evolution of the parameters of a field theory (e.g. the inflationary potential discussed in the previous section), then a natural choice is the momentum shell (functional RG) method which is based on the RG flow equation [22] . Furthermore, one can try to connect the running momentum scale of the RG method (k) to the cosmological time (t) as it has been done in many papers based on ideas presented in [10] . In general, it is not that straightforward to consider time-dependence of a quantum field theory. One has to involve some extension of the theoretical framework such as the closed-time-path (or Schwinger-Keldysh) formalism [23, 24] which immediately leads to open quantum systems where typically an external heat bath has to be introduced.
In addition, one can assume the presence of an external bath of particles whose energy might redshift, providing a time-dependent background; this might induce some time dependence which has been used in [25] to solve the so-called overshoot problem. We would like to re-emphasize that we do not follow any of the above attempts and do not assume that RG, eo ipso, necessarily induces a time-dependence. However, it is still permissible to associate the running momentum scale with the cosmological time, as described in detail in Appendix A.
In general, the (functional) renormalization group (RG) allows to treat the effects of quantum fluctuations studying the scale dependence of a model via a blocking construction, and the successive elimination of the degrees of freedom which lie above a running momentum cutoff. This procedure generates the momentum-shell RG (functional RG) flow equation [22] and widely discussed in Refs. [26, 27] . In the local potential approximation (LPA) using the Litim regulator [28] , this equation is written as
whereṼ k is the dimensionless scaling potential, k is the running momentum,
The tilde denotes dimensionless quantities which are obtained from the dimensionful ones via multiplication by an appropriate power of k, to take away their dimension. The dimensionful and dimensionless quantities are related by the relations
It is important to note that the proposed RG treatment gives the same flow equations for each form of the MSG model, i.e., for our main model given in Eq. (2.4), as well as the variants discussed in Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3), because field independent terms do not change the running, and the RG equation is symmetric under the u → −u transformation. The two-dimensional MSG model has already been considered using a momentum shell RG scheme in Refs. [29, 30] . Here, we extend these studies to d = 4 dimensions. We look for the solution of Eq. (3.1) in the functional form of the MSG model.
We pause here to point out that the function V k (φ), in zeroth order in φ, is a function only of k; we denote it as V k (0). Some comments and speculations on the RG evolution of the field-independent, constant term V k (0) are presented in Appendix D. From one side, the precise form of the function V k (0) is irrelevant for our following discussion, in the sense that none of our results of the main text depend on it. From the other side, we alert the reader that if one aims at a determination of the free energy in a flat background or of the cosmological constant in a general non-flat background, then the problem of unambiguously determining V k (0) has to be seriously considered. A few remarks on this point, beyond the discussion in Appendix D, are in order. Namely, it is known that in principle, the nonperturbative RG method for the MSG (see Ref. [22] and Appendix C), cannot be used in order to determine the RG evolution of the field-independent, k-dependent term V k (0), uniquely. Upon integration, such terms amount to field-independent contributions to the total action integral. The reason for the emergence of the field-independent, k-dependent terms lies in the fact that properties are imposed on the regulator [see Eq. (C.4) and Eqs. (13)- (15) of Ref. [31] ]. This implies that the solution of the RG equation for the potential V k (φ) recovers the bare action in the UV only up to a k-dependent, but field-independent term. The problem reflects in the fact that the field-independent, but renormalization-scale dependent terms can lead to an (unphysical) divergence of V k (0) in the UV limit, as explained in Sec. 2.3 of Ref. [31] . This unphysical behavior necessitates the introduction of subtraction terms if any meaningful information is to be obtained. In Appendix D, we discuss possible subtractions. We finally observe that the result one may obtain for V k (0) in the effective action would be proportional to the free-energy density of the inflaton field in the flat background limit. A systematic investigation of the conditions that could unambiguously fix the subtraction scheme in the general case with curved space-time is currently lacking, to the best of our knowledge, and it would be extremely desirable. For the purposes of the present paper, our view is to choose a renormalization scheme by which we obtain observationally acceptable results for the RG running of the potential. Provided we have at least one false vacuum in the UV, we conjecture that these results, in the IR, even become independent of the details of the particular field-theoretical model once that, due to the RG running, the potential starts to flatten and becomes convex. The question of whether the chosen RG scheme is also capable of describing the RG running of the field-independent term is of lesser importance in the mentioned context.
Let us consider, then, the field-dependent terms, for which the RG equation used by us requires no subtractions or modifications. So, substituting expressions given in Eqs. (2.4), (B.2) and (B.3) into Eq. (3.1), one can match the periodic and non-periodic terms. The right-hand side is periodic, and therefore, the non-periodic terms arẽ
These also split into two separate equations, one for theβ and another form, as one can show by investigating the purely polynomial and trigonometric terms separately. Thus, from the non-periodic part, one immediately gets the flow equations forβ and form,
These solutions imply that according to the lowest-order RG study of the MSG potential, the corresponding dimensionful quantities (m, β) remain unchanged during the RG flow. Therefore, only the dimensionful Fourier amplitude u changes when the cutoff scale k is decreased from its (high-energy) pre-inflationary value Λ towards the (low-energy) inflationary stage, describing the transition toward a convex potential. The flow equation for u can be obtained from the remaining periodic terms,
Although the right-hand side of (3.5) contains higher Fourier modes, here we focus on the single-mode approximation, which means that after the Fourier expansion of both sides of (3.5) , only the single cosine terms are kept and compared. The result of this procedure is the flow equation for the Fourier amplitudeũ which reads as
Solving these partial differential equations for the couplings simultaneously, one determines how the potential of the MSG model depends on the running scale. It is useful to rewrite Eq. (3.6) in terms of dimensionful quantities, with the result
While u k is running, the two other dimensionful parameters (β, m) are constant over the flow, according to Eq. (3.4) . Let us linearize Eq. (3.7) around the Gaussian fixed point assuming that β 2 u k /(k 2 + m 2 ) 1, with the result
which can be further simplified if the (dimensionful) mass is much smaller than the running RG scale, i.e., m 2 k 2 , in which case the flow equation reads as
The latter is the linearized RG flow equation for the massless sine-Gordon model. Its solution can be obtained analytically and for d = 4 dimensions it has the following form (α d=4 = 1/16π 2 )
where u Λ is the initial value for the Fourier amplitude at the UV scale Λ. Within the context of our investigations, an obvious choice is the Planck scale, Λ = Λ p = 2.4×10 18 GeV. However, we should emphasize that our strategy here is a little different from what is usually employed in an RG analysis. Namely, while the UV scale of our analysis is the Planck scale, this is not the scale where we match the parameters of our model against astrophysical observations. Instead, we fix the value of the running Fourier amplitude u k and also the value of the constant dimensionful frequency β and mass m at the scale of inflation k i , e.g., at the GUT scale, k i ∼ k GUT = 2 × 10 16 GeV, where one can match them with the slow-roll parameters (u 0 , β 0 , m 0 ). Once more, we emphasize that it is the the scale of inflation k i , i.e., the starting point of the slow-roll, not the Planck scale, where the parameters are matched, according to
Once these values are fixed, one can easily obtain the initial condition u Λ by using for example the solution (3.10) (in its region of applicability, as discussed above) or in more general the solutions [Eq. (3.4) ] of the RG flow equations. As a final result, the RG scaling of the dimensionful Fourier amplitude u k is fully determined.
Pre-Inflationary Period and RG Running
Let us now study the effects of quantum fluctuations in the pre-inflationary period by applying the RG method for the MSG model in d = 4 dimensions. The quadratic LFI potential has no RG evolution at all, i.e., the dimensionful mass remains unchanged, so that the dimensionless mass has a trivial RG scaling. Instead, as discussed, the MSG model has a non-trivial RG scaling because of the periodic term which evolves under RG transformation; yet, the dimensionful mass term again has no RG evolution, as implied by Eq. (3.1). Let us now use the results of the RG analysis in order to discuss a possible mechanism for inflation. For the sake of simplicity, we consider MSG potentials with parameters fixed by the slow-roll study. Suppose that at very high energy scales (deep UV region) in the pre-inflationary period, the VeV is situated in the second minimum of the MSG potential [see RG evolution forces the potential to tend a convex one valid for any potential, as shown in Appendix C, and so the MSG potential becomes shallow at the scale of inflation. At this stage, the VeV starts to roll down towards the real minimum, inducing inflation. We find that the inclusion of quantum fluctuations leads to a strong renormalization of the inflationary potential, eventually leading to the disappearance of the false vacua trapping the VeV expectation in the pre-inflationary period, thereby inducing inflation.
Inflationary Period and Slow Roll
Let us now discuss the picture emerging for the inflationary period using the MSG model. In order to follow the conventions of inflationary cosmology in the slow-roll study we use reduced Planck units
Thus, dimensionless quantities of the MSG model in the framework of the slow-roll analysis are understood asû 13) where u 0 , β 0 and m 0 are the dimensionful couplings fixed at the scale of inflation k i , i.e., at a scale commensurate with or even below the GUT scale, and not at the Planck scale). In passing, we note that m p = 2.4 × 10 18 GeV, while the GUT scale is at k GUT = 2 × 10 16 GeV, so that
Of course, in Planck units, the dimensionful and dimensionless parameters (which are commonly referred to as the "reduced" quantities in metrology) assume the same numerical values. The slow-roll analysis fixes the (dimensionless) parameters, and so we can easily restore the dimension later. In Planck units, the slow-roll conditions are the following
which have to be fulfilled by a suitable potential for a prolonged exponential inflation with slow roll down. The e-fold number (3.16) should be in the range 50 < N < 60 . (3.17) Here, φ i and φ f are the initial and final configurations of the field, respectively. The power spectra of scalar (P S ) and tensor (P T ) fluctuations can be characterized by their scale dependence, i.e., P S ∼ k ns−1 , where k is the comoving wave number. Then, slow-roll parameters are encoded in expressions for the scalar tilt n s − 1 ≈ 2η − 6 and for the tensor-to-scalar ratio r = P T /P S ≈ 16 , which can be directly compared to CMBR data [4] .
We here initially focus on the first variant of the MSG model, given in Eq. (2.4). The explicit form of the potential during the inflationary period is reported as a solid line in Fig. 2 (see also Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 and Appendix B for the other two variants of the MSG model). Let us first compare results obtained from natural inflation, i.e., sine-Gordon and MSG models, for various values of the frequency. As shown in Fig. 3 , the MSG model provides more reliable results. Moreover, the ratioû/m 2 and the frequencyβ can be fixed by choosing the best fit to observations (see Fig. 3 ). In Fig. 4 , we indicate regions of the parameter space of the MSG model with different colors corresponding to different levels of acceptance.
For the plot in Fig. 2 and elsewhere, it is necessary to fix the scale of the ordinate axis for the potential. This is done as follows. Let φ i denote the VeV of the value of the field φ at the onset of the slow-roll, i.e., the VeV of the potential at the very point in the RG analysis where the "false" vacuum disappears and the slow-roll begins. Writing Eq. (2.4) as 18) and in consideration of Eq. (3.21) below, one immediately sees that fixing the absolute value of the potential at φ = φ i is tantamount to choosing a particular absolute normalization for the value of u = u k i . Depending on the value obtained for the tensor-to-scalar ratio r in the acceptance region [see also Fig. 3 ], the scale of inflation can be commensurate with the GUT scale, i.e., k i ∼ k GUT = 2 × 10 16 GeV. Here, we fix the absolute normalization factor for the potential so that the exact condition [see Eq. (23) of Ref. [32] and Eq. (218) of Ref. [19] ],
is being met. The tensor-to-scalar ratio r is given by the slow-roll parameters, and determined by theβ-dependent acceptance region; the scale of inflation [which is determined by the tensor-to-scalar ratio for a single field inflation, see the text above Eq. (218) of Ref. [19] ] is defined as
16 GeV. (3.20) Let us note, by way of example, that according to Fig. 3 , the slow-roll study of the MSG model with the fixed ratioû/m 2 = 1/(0.22) 2 gives the fit parametersβ ≈ 0.3 and r ≈ 0.05 for the acceptance region, and so, in this case, the scale of inflation, k i = 1.5 × 10 16 GeV, is around the GUT scale. [6] where dark color regions stand for 95% CL and the light color regions correspond to 68% CL. As evident from Eq. (3.21), the best acceptance region for Planck data is reached for a value ofβ ≈ 0.3 (for fixed ratioû/m 2 = 1/(0.22) 2 ) with the massive model. More data (various color schemes) evidently put more stringent constraints on the acceptance region for n s and r. The "rungs" of the latter correspond to the range (3.17) indicated for the e-fold number N . The theoretical predictions obtained from the MSG model are in an excellent agreement with observations. Surprisingly, we can use the results of the slow-roll study in order to fix the parameters of the MSG model at the scale of inflation. There are two regions in the parameter space of the MSG-type models where one finds good agreement with observations, and we will discuss these two regions separately.
Fit to Experimental Data for Small β
The ratio and frequency taken from the dark blue region give the best fit to Planck data and the third parameter (the mass) can be fixed by the power spectrum normalization, i.e., by Eq. (3.19) . Let us use this scenario to fix the admissible parameter regions of MSG-type models for small β. The best dimensionful values for the MSG model (2.4) taken from the slow-roll study read can be read off from Figs. 3 and 4 . In particular, the blue "blob" region in Fig. 4 can be identified as the start point of a nearly straight line in parameter space, along which the following condition holds,
Furthermore, the blue "blob" is easily located around the valueβ ≈ 0.3 in Fig. 4 , which, together with the normalization condition (3.19) , leads to the following numerical values for the fit parameters,m
For the particular choice of the fit parameters exemplified in Fig. 3 , the scale of inflation is found to be of the same order-of-magnitude as the GUT scale, with the result k i = 1. Finally, let us note that the dimensionful parameters of the MSG model determined by the slow-roll analysis in the small β region are small compared to the GUT scale, see Eq. (3.22a), and thus, the approximate solution (3.10) of the RG flow equation (3.7) can be used to obtain the RG scaling of the potential and to extrapolate towards higher energy scales.
It is easy to check that, during the RG flow, down from the Planck to the GUT scale, the expression β k = β 0 k assumes values in the rangê
The change in the potential during the RG, i.e., during the scaling from the Planck to the GUT scale, has to be substantial in order for our proposal to be physically meaningful. From Eqs. (3.10) and (3.14), we infer that 24) In the regionβ 30 , χ 4.2 , the ratio χ implies a (more than) four-fold change in the amplitude u. This constitutes the (more favorable) region of largeβ which we study in the following. The only other way to reconsider the region of smallβ is to postulate an RG running over super-Planckian scales, which however, seems somewhat problematic even for the cosmological era under consideration here.
Fit to Experimental Data for Large β
In order to investigate the (favored) region of largeβ, we have carried out numerical calculations for all versions of the MSG model. Those three versions [given in Eqs. (B.2), (B.3) and (B.10)]
, where the periodic term has the same sign, have absolutely equivalent behavior in the rangeβ 1.0, i.e., their best acceptance regions overlap (see Fig. 5 ). The first version (2.4) produces the same qualitative result, but with a slightly different slope. So, one can conclude that in the large frequency range, relevant for fixing the parameters of the model at the very beginning of inflation, all versions of the MSG model produce the same initial value for the VeV.
We note that the scale of inflation k i depends on the particular choice ofβ. For small values ofβ, the inflation occurs at the GUT scale. For large values, i.e., forβ 1.0 the scale of inflation is smaller than the GUT scale. Forβ 30, one finds k i = 2.5 × 10 13 GeV. In this particular case, the RG running leads to a pronounced sufficient decrease in the Fourier amplitude u(k = m p )/u(k i ) 4.2. A visual representation of the change is given in Fig. 6 , where the change in the shape of the potential against the running RG scale k is plotted for β = 30 [the corresponding 2D figure is Fig. 2] .
Finally, let us add a few remarks on the preferred values ofβ that result from our analysis. On the one hand, if one takes the view that the vacuum should be "safely" trapped in the false vacuum at the Planck scale, then the change in the effective potential from the Planck scale down to the scale of inflation has to be substantial. Under these assumptions, a minimum choice would beβ 30, since otherwise there is no sufficiently large change in the shape of the potential caused by the RG running between the Planck scale and the scale of inflation; hence the RG running cannot induce inflation. On the other hand, ifβ 300, then the scale of inflation becomes exceeds the GUT scale by more than four orders of magnitude, which is counter-intuitive. The RG scaling of the MSG potential is shown from the Planck scale towards the scale of inflation forβ = 30. The MSG potential at k i = 2.5 × 10
13 GeV is fixed by the slow-roll analysis. The red ball denotes the VeV which is trapped in a false vacuum at the Planck scale and due to RG running it is released at the scale of inflation to roll down to the real ground state.
This observation is important because the parameters of the model are fixed by comparison to experiment [6] , with the exception ofβ. Onceβ is chosen and the normalization condition (3.19) is implemented, all other parameters of the model are fixed.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated, by the RG study of the MSG model, that the RG running of the parameters in the pre-inflation period naturally provides us with a flattening of the potential, i.e., it tends to a convex shape which allows the field to roll down to the true vacuum classically (see Fig. 2 ). We argue that the MSG model is a viable cosmological model, and, if confronted with the very recent Planck data, gives very good agreement. Our results also show that it does not matter if we add a constant term to the MSG model, as evident from the results obtained using variants of the MSG model. Furthermore, we argue that the proposed RGinduced mechanism should work for any inflationary potential with concave regions. We merely choose the three variants of the MSG model, and the V φ 6 theory to illustrate the generality of our arguments. Thus, the very general statement holds that due to convexity, the false vacuum should disappear at a certain lower energy scale, and the VeV which is trapped in the false vacuum at high energies, should start to roll down towards the real ground state when the false vacuum disappears.
Let us put our findings into a wider context. Small-field inflationary models are not in favor since initial conditions are more problematic for small-field inflation. Hybrid inflationary models are not supported or almost totally excluded by recent Planck data since they require n s > 1 (see Ref. [32, 33] ), but we know from Planck data that n s < 1. Therefore, large-field models seem to be better candidates but in general, they have a weakness, namely, their large initial value for the VeV which makes it difficult to support them by a particlephysics model. The importance of our method proposed here is that so-called "chaotic", large-field inflationary models could be supported by a particle-physics origin since there is no need for large field fluctuations at the scale of inflation. RG running induces inflation at the scale of inflation from a false vacuum where the VeV is trapped at very high energies (much higher than the scale of inflation); in this region, it is permissible to assume large field fluctuations.
The method of RG-running induced inflation, as we show, determines a unique initial value as a starting point for the VeV, and so, it explains why the inflaton field starts in the particular slow roll domain. No large amplitude fluctuations are needed at the energy scale of inflation (the VeV is assumed to be trapped in a false vacuum at very high energies). This fact may help to build up inflation with the same rate at various regions of space and solve the initial-value problem. 
A RG running and Hubble time
Here, we by no means assume that the RG, eo ipso, induces a time-dependence. However, it is still permissible to associate the running momentum scale with the cosmological time. The essential idea to argue in favor of this hypothesis has been formulated in Ref. [10] : If one considers the Universe at age t, then it is forbidden to assume fluctuations with a frequency higher than 1/t. So, the mode integration, which is the cornerstone of the functional RG method, has to be stopped at a scale k ≈ 1/t. For further details, one may consult Ref. [10] . Indeed, a number of recent papers [15] use this idea.
Let us put this statement into context. We first recall that the original idea to relate the RG to a blocking construction in real space (which amounts to the integration of higher momentum shells in momentum space) has been formulated by Kadanoff [see Eqs. (1)- (11) of Ref. [16] ] and Wilson [see Eq. (17) of Ref. [17] ]. The notion was that only some specific details of the microscopic theory should be important for the prediction of the same critical behavior at large distance scales (within a given "universality class"). In order to describe the connection to time evolution in the Early Universe, one imagines, e.g., a tiny crystal of a substance forming, and then, growing fast. At first, the interactions within the crystal are described by the microscopic interaction, but then, as the crystal grows fast, the correlation functions are those of the effective, low-energy theory. In the same right, we can assume the Universe to grow over time, thus realizing the Wilson blocking construction in real space, as the universe expands. That is the idea behind the concepts formulated in Refs. [10] . For an excellent review on the blocking construction in momentum space and the functional RG, we refer to Ref. [18] .
Indeed, invoking the concepts of homogeneity and isotropy, it was argued in Ref. [10] that k can only depend on the cosmological time, and that the correct identification is given by a functional relationship k(t) = ξ/t, where ξ is a positive constant of order unity. It would thus be assumed that the RG scale k is a related to the inverse of the age of the Universe which is identified by the Hubble time t ∼ H −1 where H(t) is the time-dependent Hubble parameter. However, we should stress that the precise details of the identification are not important for the fitting of the parameters of our field-theoretical model to astrophysical observations, which will be described in the following. All we require is that the momentum scale k be a monotonically decreasing function of a more general time scale, say, τ , the latter of which constitutes some kind of cosmological time parameter, e.g., a comoving (particle) horizon. An alternative natural identification would thus be based on the conformal time dτ = dt/a(t), where a(t) is the scale factor of the FLRW metric. One finds the following expression for the comoving (particle) horizon,
[see Eq. (36) of Ref. [19] ]. Here, a(t) is the scale factor of the FLRW metric. The timedependence of the comoving Hubble radius is known from the solution of the FLRW equation,
0 a 1+3w . For the radiation (i.e., relativistic matter) dominated case, w = 1/3 and a(t) ∼ t 1/2 , while for the non-relativistic matter dominated epoch, we have w = 0 and a(t) ∼ t 2/3 . For the dark-energy dominated regime, one has w = −1 and a(t) ∼ exp(Ht). The comoving Hubble radius is found to be an increasing parameter of time except for the dark-energy dominated regime (see Table 2 of Ref. [19] ). For our investigations, it is important that τ ∼ a 1+3w is monotonically increasing with time in the radiation-dominated regime (τ ∼ a ∼ t 1/2 ) and also in the matter-dominated case (τ ∼ a 1/2 ∼ t 1/3 ). In our RGsupported picture, the precise functional relationship between the momentum scale k of the RG and the cosmological time parameter τ is of lesser importance in the the pre-dark-matter period. The same qualitative and, for our investigations, quantitative picture results if one universally assumes that the RG scale k is a monotonically decreasing function of the age of the very early Universe. Favorable and intriguing observations for suitable parameter regions are reported in Secs. 3.5.
B Slow-Roll Studies of Alternative Models
B.1 Slow-Roll Study of the MSG Model
In the framework of the MSG model, we consider the following variants of the model originally proposed in Eq. (2.4),
where the second version differs from the first only by the sign of the u. The third version has an additional constant V 0 to keep the minima of the potential at zero (which can be achieved by a possibly k-dependent, but field-independent subtraction term V 0 ). Before we come to the slow-roll analysis, we briefly remark that the RG analysis during the pre-inflationary period is largely unaffected by the choice of the variant of the MSG model (see Figs. 7 and 8) .
In order to have a prolonged exponential inflation with slow roll down [using reduced Planck units c ≡ ≡ 1 and m 2 p = 1/(8πG) ≡ 1], the conditions given in Eq. (3.15) must be fulfilled during inflation [3] . Indeed, the inflation stops at φ f if (φ f, ) or η(φ f,η ) reaches the value unity. Therefore, after substituting a potential, one can compute φ f using the relation φ f = max (φ f, , φ f,η ). The e-fold number N describes how many times the size of the Universe got larger by an e-fold and is defined in Eq. (3.16) ; it is known to be in the range 50 < N < 60 (see Ref. [6] ). For example, using dimensionless quantities, the parameters , η and N can be expressed as follows for the first version of the MSG model, One finds similar results for the other two variants of the MSG model. These quantities only depend on the equally dimensionless ratioû/m 2 and the dimensionless frequencyβ. If the mass term is negligible compared to the periodic one, then one obtains back the natural inflation (i.e., sine-Gordon) model. In the limit of a negligible periodic term (compared to the mass), one obtains the quadratic monomial inflationary model. By choosing a particular value of N (e.g., N = 55), the starting point of the inflation φ i can be calculated using the integral (3.16) after substituting the previously obtained φ f for a potential. Knowing φ i , one can compute all relevant measurable quantities. These are the scalar tilt n s ≈ 2 η(φ i ) − 6 (φ i ) + 1 and the tensor-to-scalar ratio r ≈ 6 (φ i ). These quantities were measured by the PLANCK mission [6] and can be directly compared to theoretical calculations. Fig. 7 (for the second version of the MSG model), and in contrast to the first variant of the MSG model (see Fig. 2 ), the third version of the MSG model predicts a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value of the inflaton field in the IR. In order to fix not just the ratioû/m 2 andβ but all three parameters of the potential, one must take into account the fact that the magnitude of the potential when the inflation started was V (φ i ) ≡ variants of the MSG model (2.4) and (B.2) taken from the slow-roll study read (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 ) can be determined. For the MSG model (B.2), one findŝ Although in this work our focus is on the slow-roll study performed for small frequencies, it is important to discuss very briefly the limit of largeβ. In particular, we would like to discuss how the constant (field-independent) terminfluences the best acceptance results, therefore we introduce the fourth version of the MSG model 10) which is obtained from Eq. (2.4) by the replacement u [1 − cos(βφ)] → u cos(βφ). Let us consider the best acceptance regions for MSG type models where the periodic term has the same sign, i.e., for the models given in Eqs. (B.2), (B.3) and (B.10). These regions overlap for large frequencies (see the straight (dark) line in Fig. 6 ). Thus, the addition constant term of (B.2), (B.3) and (B.10) do not play any role in the slow-roll study.
In conclusion, the theoretical predictions obtained from all types of MSG models are in an excellent agreement with observations in a well-defined region of parameter space, and therefore can be used to fix the parameters of the MSG models at the scale of inflation. 
B.2 Slow-Roll Study of the φ 6 Model
We also show the viability of our findings using the slow-roll analysis of the φ 6 model, 11) which is perturbatively nonrenormalizable but allows for UV extensions (in the sense of the MSG models) which are renormalizable by a nonperturbative RG, as discussed at length above. In the case of the φ 6 potential, the key quantities, , η and N , are described by the 
(B.14)
These, again, do not depend on the magnitude of the potential, but only on the ratios of the couplingsĝ 2 /ĝ 6 andĝ 4 /ĝ 6 . Using the same method described in the previous section, performing the slow-roll analysis, one obtains Fig. 11 , which shows, given the fact that PLANCK data are sensitive only to the slow-roll of the potential (near the end of inflation), the φ 6 model can describe the observations made by the PLANCK mission. However, due to its nonrenormalizability, it cannot serve as a viable UV completion of the inflaton potential.
C Convexity and RG running
Finally, let us discuss the connection between the convexity and the RG running of the effective action. The functional RG method is a possible choice to determine the RG running of the parameters. In some sense, the functional RG equation interpolates between the classical (bare) and the quantum effective action. The initial condition for the RG equation is usually known and its determination is based on symmetry considerations. The RG method is used to obtain the low energy (IR) effective theory of a model given at the high energy (UV) momentum cutoff. However, in this work we have to follow a different strategy. We select between various possible inflationary potentials by performing their slow-roll study which fixes their parameters and the scale of inflation serves as an IR value for the RG running. Thus, as a first step, one has to explore possible UV completions of the models defined by the slow-roll study at low energies. In some sense, we here attempt to provide a "mini crash course" in the functional RG suited to the problem at hand.
In order to apply the method of RG running induced inflation, the UV completed potential has to have a false vacuum which requires, in a power series ansatz, at least a term of order φ 6 . Moreover, in d = 4 dimensions, terms of φ 6 and higher powers of the field are nonrenormalizable perturbatively. They generates under RG flow, higher order terms (i.e., monomials of arbitrarily high order). This suggests an UV-completion of the model with a functional form that involves a non-terminating power series in φ. These models eo ipso require a non-perturbative RG analysis which can be done by the use of the Wetterich RG equation [22] ,
derived for the one-component scalar field theory [22] . Let us first discuss its connection to the effective action which has the following form at the 1-loop level,
where S Λ is the classical (bare) action. The momentum integral can be divergent at its upper (UV) and lower (IR) bounds. A momentum cutoff is a standard choice to regularize the integral; however, one can choose a Pauli-Villars approach by adding a momentum dependent mass term 1 2 R k (p)φ 2 to the bare (classical) action, and introduce a scale-dependent action
which recovers the classical and the effective action (at 1-loop) in the UV and IR limits if the regulator function R k (p) fulfills the following requirements [see Eqs. (13)- (15) of Ref. [31] ]
In a nutshell, the first of these conditions implies that one recovers the effective action in the limit k → 0, the second ensures that the bare action is recovered for k → Λ (within the limitations explained in the following), and the third ensures that the regulator implements an IR regularization. The divergence of the regulator for k → Λ, though, implies that Γ k only recovers the bare action at k = Λ up to a field-independent, but k-dependent, term. This is also the reason why, in Eq. (10) of Ref. [31] , as well in the text between Eqs. (15) and (16) of Ref. [31] , one writes
The latter identification may be part of the reason for the known fact (see Sec. 2.3 of Ref. [31] ) that the formulation of the RG evolution of the constant, field-independent term requires special care within the nonperturbative approach implied by the Wetterich equation. Moreover, Eq. (C.4b) [when inserted into Eq. (C.
3)] implies that the "constant term" in Eq. (C.6) actually is given by a divergent integral. Let us note that the last requirement for the regulator in (C.4a) is necessary to remove IR divergences in the momentum integral. As a second step one can differentiate Eq. (C.3) with respect to the running scale k
Finally, in order to have an exact (1-loop improved) expression, the bare action at the right hand side should be replaced by the scale-dependent one, i.e., S
Λ → Γ
k (and both sides multiplied by k) which results in the "exact" functional RG equation (C.1). Now, let us show why the effective potential should be convex [34] . The second derivative of the generating functional of the connected Green functions with respect to the source term is the connected correlation function which should be positive. Thus, the convexity of the effective action comes from Eq. (C.11)
On one hand, the non-perturbative RG equation (C.1) should recover the full quantum effective action in the IR (k → 0) limit. On the other hand, we have just shown that the effective action or more precisely the effective potential should be convex. Therefore, if one performs the RG study of a possible UV-completion of the φ 6 model (B.11), the false vacua starts to vanish under the RG flow creating first a flat region of the potential, ideal for the slow-roll, see Fig. 12 , which is the cornerstone of the RG running induced inflation method proposed in this work.
D RG Evolution of the Constant Term
A relatively subtle problem should be mentioned. Namely, from Eq. 
In the limit k 2 ∂ 2 φ V (0), the solution to Eq. (D.1) is 2) which would otherwise indicate a rampant quartic divergence of V k (0) in the limit of large Λ, and lead to a considerable change in V k (0) between the Planck and the GUT scales, possibly requiring fine-tuning of the model in the UV limit, i.e., at the Planck scale. The problem is important since V k (0) is associated with the cosmological constant term. In order to fully address the problem, it is necessary to include a longer discussion. We first observe that the functional form of the potential given in Eq. (2.4) implies that V k (0) = 0 irrespective of the numerical values of m, u, and β, while the full potential vanishes for any field only if m = 0 and u = 0. The nonperturbative RG running of the potential could still imply the possibility of a k-dependence of V k (0), which, in the large-k limit, could be deemed to be described by Eq. (D.2), in which case it becomes independent of the numerical values of m, u, and β. The latter observation is consistent with the general argument presented below, which implies that the rampant k 4 behavior is due to the emergence of the spurious terms from the UV properties of the regulator used in the formulation of the nonperturbative RG equation [see Eq. (15) of Ref. [31] ]. Indeed, the limit of a vanishing potential (u → 0, m → 0) must be approached smoothly, and subtractions to the RG equation (D.1) are required.
As suggested by the quantum mechanical calculation [see Eq. (37) of Ref. [31] ], one is led to the following subtraction
which reduces the divergence of the RG evolution in the UV and alleviates the fine-tuning problem in the UV. Subtractions similar to Eq. (D.3) are well known to produce correct results for the free energy in quantum-mechanical models, and in statistical mechanics. In the present case, this would correspond to the free energy of the inflaton field in the flat background limit. Subtractions schemes different from Eq. (1.1) can be proposed [35] . Yet, a deeper analysis of the RG running of field-independent constant terms, and their extension for nonflat backgrounds is beyond the scope of the present paper. An investigation of the conditions that could fix, at least partially, the subtraction scheme is currently in progress, and will be reported elsewhere [35] . In particular, a decisive question under investigation is whether or not the generation of the unphysical divergences for the constant, field-independent terms could be avoided via a modification of the conditions imposed on the regulator function (C.4).
